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PROOFS OF SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED FROM I&APS 

Britannica Heights Residents 
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Marx, Matthew 
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Jordaan, Deborah 

 

From: Debora Jordaan <debora.jordaan@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, 16 May 2019 12:44 PM 
To: Michael Johnson <m.johnson@cesnet.co.za>; Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za>; Samuel 
Smit <samuel.smit72@gmail.com>; Wally Jordaan <jordaan.business@gmail.com> 
Subject: Important: Boulders Windfarm PPP Advert 

mailto:debora.jordaan@gmail.com
mailto:m.johnson@cesnet.co.za
mailto:m.talbot@cesnet.co.za
mailto:samuel.smit72@gmail.com
mailto:jordaan.business@gmail.com
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 Good day Michael & Mara 
  
Thank you for your mail below. 
  
I hereby strongly object against the proposed Boulders Wind Farm. 
  
1.  Me and my family are property owners and permanent resident in Britannica Heights which is 
right next to one of the proposed sites namely Davids Fontyn 18 portion 7/18 - I mean the proposed 
wind turbines will be next to our back yards. 
2.  The proposed towers will be much much taller then the existing farm and be much much closer to 
our residential homes negatively impacting our property values, our health, our sleep etc. not to 
mention the blade noise levels during the night and the detrimental effect it will have on our general 
health and way of life. 
3.  Re the Boulders Wind Farm Final Scoping Report Appendix A, Page 27 Par 2.4.1;  There should be 
another bullet as a site selection Driver namely: 
>> NOT right next to a residential community's homes. 
  
We do get the facts regarding alternative power solutions, job creation, availability of wind and 
connection stations etc etc BUT why can't it be further away from our residential properties - NO 
wind farm should be done on Davids Fontein 18 (both portions) or Schuitjes Klip 22 portion 
1/22.  We as property owners and residents have to defend our rights against these wind farm 
developers on a regular basis and it is starting to feel like harassment.  This close to our homes 
should be a permanent NO. 
 
Regards 
Debora Jordaan 
Affected party & resident Britannica Heights, St Helena Bay  

 

From: Debora Jordaan <debora.jordaan@gmail.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, 28 May 2019 17:33 
To: Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za> 
Cc: samuel.smit72@gmail.com; Michael Johnson <m.johnson@cesnet.co.za> 
Subject: Re: BWF - acknowledgement of receipt 
 
Hi Maura 
 
Thank you.  Please also ad Samuel Smit (copied in on the mail) as an affected party and owner of 
property in Britannica Heights Smallholdings St Helena Bay. 
 
I take note of what you say regarding the proposed farm areas.  If so, then I don't understand the 
scope doc which forms the basis of the application.  To get the correct facts, can you therefore send 
us a map (1 page document please) of the properties/areas/farms that are now indeed part of and 
proposed to be suitable and included in the wind farm's proposed site plan? 
 
Regards 
Debora 

 

From: Debora Jordaan <debora.jordaan@gmail.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, 29 May 2019 13:16 

mailto:debora.jordaan@gmail.com
mailto:m.talbot@cesnet.co.za
mailto:samuel.smit72@gmail.com
mailto:m.johnson@cesnet.co.za
mailto:debora.jordaan@gmail.com
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To: Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za> 
Cc: samuel.smit72@gmail.com 
Subject: Re: BWF - acknowledgement of receipt 

Hi Maura 
 
Thank you for directing me to the maps. 
 
I made a copy of the map and indicated with a Red Circle the proposed wind farm areas that are too 
close to Britannica Heights Smallholdings - a large residential area in St Helena Bay.  See picture 
attached. 
 
Wind towers so close to our homes will negatively impact our sleep, health, peace & quiet, views 
and property values.    This is not what we signed up for when we bought out properties as far back 
as 2011. 
 
These proposed monsters will be much taller than the ones already in operation today.  We strongly 
object against it. 
 
Regards 
Debora  

 
 

Morley Robert 

 

From: Robert Morley <robert.morley@pamgolding.co.za>  

Sent: Tuesday, 11 June 2019 11:18 

To: Louise Van Aardt <info@cesnet.co.za> 

Cc: Michael Johnson <m.johnson@cesnet.co.za>; Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za> 

Subject: Proposed Boulders Wind Energy Facility, Western Cape Province 

mailto:m.talbot@cesnet.co.za
mailto:samuel.smit72@gmail.com
mailto:robert.morley@pamgolding.co.za
mailto:info@cesnet.co.za
mailto:m.johnson@cesnet.co.za
mailto:m.talbot@cesnet.co.za
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Dear Sirs 

With regards to above proposed Boulders Wind Energy Facility I wish to register as an 

interested/affected party. 

 

In addition, I strongly object to this proposal for the following primary reasons: 

 

1. The proposal represents gross visual pollution in terms of its location in the heart of a 

popular tourism hotspot as well as a pristine unspoiled natural area. 

2. The proposal will lead to noise pollution, vibrations and consequent interference with 

natural birdlife and migratory paths. 

3. There are more than sufficient alternative areas on the West Coast for such 

proposed installations, where no established and existing development/infrastructure 

will  be adversely affected by introducing new wind energy developments 

4. The “polluting” effect of the proposed wind farm activities will seriously affect tourism 

development in the greater St Helena Bay area as investors in property in this area 

are those seeking an unspoiled natural environment  

 

Yours faithfully 

Robert Morley 

232 Golden Mile Boulevard 

Britannia Bay 

St Helena Bay 

Tel: 082 4140604 

Email: robert.morley@pamgolding.co.za 

 

Anne and John Todd 

25 June 2019: 

COMMENTS    DEA project reference number (14/12/16/3/3/2/1057) 

The resident all support and are in favour renewable energy, but the siting of this facility is 

not acceptable! 

We feel the following points need SERIOUS consideration: 

1. Residents in this area do not want a WEF farm which will be seen from the local towns 

and for many kilometres around. (From the initial EIA, an area of at least 4500 sq.km.) Why 

is this the only site being considered and no alternative sites investigated? 

mailto:robert.morley@pamgolding.co.za
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2. The visual impact, especially for the properties on Britannica Heights which will have the 

WEF in their front yards. 

3. The possible/certain drop in the value of properties especially on Britannica Heights 

where the WEF will be in their front yards and faces 24/7. Even if your expert does not even 

mention the suburb. 

4.  The noise factor, especially downwind from the predominant SE winds i.e. St Helena 

Bay and surrounding suburbs. 

5. The proposed WEF is on the flight line for birds from the IBA’s at Velddrift and 

Langebaan Lagoon. Not only will the WEF impact, but also the associated infrastructure – 

HV Lines, substations, roads, etc - will impact on flight lines and habitat. This has already 

been the case with bird fatalities from WC1. 

6. The tourism will be affected as the often used gravel road between St Helena Bay and 

Paternoster will lie between the turbines, and they will be visible from the popular dune 

tourist road between Paternoster and Duiker Eiland. To state that the turbines are 

aesthetically pleasing and will be a tourist attraction is absurd. Foreign tourists are going to 

visit the RSA to view windfarms when they probably have more than enough to view in their 

own country? 

7. The gravel road used by many between St Helena Bay and Vredenburg will not take all 

the extra heavy vehicles – especially during construction - and will become dangerous from 

heavy traffic and surface condition. This road is already frequently in a bad condition 

with ruts and corrugations and is not graded as often as necessary. In the rainy 

season, certain sections of the road are extremely muddy as the road is lower than 

the surrounding ground level and has no drainage. 

8. While West Coast Biosphere Reserve, SANParks, West Coast DM, West Coast Way, 

AWOAHR and others are trying to promote tourism on the West Coast thus preserving and 

creating jobs, Vredenberg WEF’s and others are trying to destroy tourism with a project that 

will create minimal jobs. 

9. The crime and disease rate will probably/definitely increase, especially during the 

construction phase. 

10. The 1:10 00 orthophoto - 3217DB25 gives the highest point on Britannica heights as 164 

m ASL this means that at 165m high, the turbines, even if placed at sea level, will be higher 

than this point, but when place on the highest ridges, as with WC1 will tower high above all 

surrounding areas. Are they not the height of two rugby fields end to end? 

11. “As part of the Feasibility Assessment undertaken by the project developer, the 

developer engaged with numerous stakeholders to obtain a sense from key entities 

regarding the acceptability of the proposed wind farm facility on the planned site. In 

response, letters supporting the development were received from”, CES then lists many 

stakeholders who are in favour of the project, BUT not one who is opposed to it. Is this 

because the developer never engaged with those in opposition, considers them not key 

entities worthy of obtaining a sense regarding the acceptability,or that the developer & CES 

are ignoring their concerns and are just trying to bulldoze the project through. 

We look forward to your reply & thank you in anticipation & in hope of a reply. 

Kind regards 

Anne & John Todd 
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1 July 2019: 

COMMENTS    DEA project reference number (14/12/16/3/3/2/1057)   Proposed 

Boulders Wind Farm 

The future of the West Coast Peninsula! 

  

1  Can CES please clarify whether the seven turbines (15, 19, 21, 27, 31 ,33 , 43) 

moved from West to East were as a result of the Kasteelberg Heritage site, OR so as 

to not cause conflict when CES’s other project for the proposed mine prospecting 

gets underway. 

2 Although the seven turbines have been moved Eastwards “to avoid impacting on 

Kasteelberg”, they have now been moved further into the faces of Britannica Heights 

residents, especially those one Km further East from where the CES presentation 

took place and which no one from CES has visited. 

3 Why are the operational monitoring results from WC1 not available for bird and bat 

impacts to allow for mitigating measures to be put in place during the construction 

phase instead of waiting for the deaths of these creatures to be observed during the 

operational stage at BWF before mitigating measures are put in place? 

4 Why are the Radar monitoring results not available to I&AP’s, is there something that 

needs to be hidden? Surely ALL monitoring results should be available to ALL 

people to allow them to form an unbiased, objective opinion of the project! 

5 Why are all I&AP’s not notified re presentations or meetings, but one member in a 

community is notified and requested to contact others? Is this notification not the duty 

of the EAP and is notifying ALL I&AP’s not set out in the regulations? 

6 Why in the meeting with DEA re the complaint of bias were only four I&AP’s – all 

Ward committee members - interviewed out of the many registered I&AP’s and this 

considered to be a random selection of all affected people?  It has also come to light 

that originally only three were “invited” by DEA and the fourth only invited after 

intervention by SBM. Is this considered to be an objective review of the bias 

complaint, and does DEA’s action not hint at bias on their part? 

7 CES states that alternative sites were considered, and rejected as they were in NO-

GO areas. Are these sites in the Langebaan Road AFB exclusion area, and if so 

were they taken over from Savannah who considered them before the AFB exclusion 

area was known?  If this is so, why did CES consider these same sites if it was 

known they were in the exclusion area and not investigate other alternative sites, or 
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were they just taken over irrespective, to just tick the box for alternate sites, and no 

other sites considered? Can CES please advise which other sites were considered. 

8 One of the big plusses that CES puts forward is job creation. What percentage of the 

WT components are manufactured in RSA, or are we as tax payers creating jobs in 

Germany? This project will cause MANY outsiders to flood into the area seeking 

work, and then if they do not get work or when the work is completed they will most 

likely, as has happened in the past, remain in the area and not return to their original 

areas. This will increase the crime rate and also the pressure on SBM infrastructure 

with the demand for housing and services which will lead to riots when not provided, 

as has already happened. What guarantee do long time local residents have that 

they will be considered for jobs before incomers?  

9 From the Google Earth map provided it is seen that many turbines are placed on the 

edge of No-go areas which means that the rotor, with a diameter of 103m, will 

encroach 51,5m into the No-go areas. Is a No-go area not a No-go area for ALL wind 

turbine components, access roads, power lines, etc? Also number 16 is placed in an 

enclosed area roughly 115m x 50m  and number 17 in an area roughly 170m x 50m 

this means they are going to  encroach heavily on No-go areas, and how will access 

roads be constructed and construction performed without encroaching on the No-go 

areas? 

10 Obviously none of the negative effects of the BWF will concern the developers 

(Enercon, EnergieQuelle, and Saertex) –  they will be in another country taking their 

profits out of RSA, or CES they will be in other parts of RSA unaffected by the 

negative effects of the BWF –  the farmers  –  they will be extremely well 

compensated which will make negative effects immaterial to them. So it is only local 

residents and tourists who will have to live with the “temporary” negatives for twenty 

five years. 

11 Are the developers in RSA because they wish to benefit the country and its people, 

or because there is too much opposition to WF’s in their own country, and it is easier 

to make money and take it home from here? From what we read electricity in France 

using Nuclear power is half the cost it is in Germany, which cost has risen by a 

reported 50% since wind and solar were introduced in 2006. 
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12 As brought up at the Britannica Heights presentation no consideration is given to the 

ill effects of Low Frequency Infra Sound. Why is this not given attention?  Ronald 

Bach states “There is no scientific evidence that infrasound below human perception 

levels has any impact on human health” Is there any scientific evidence that 

infrasound below human perception levels has NO impact on human health? He then 

gives studies that are obviously going to back up his theory.  Did  Enercon recently 

not have to admit in open court that their wind turbines damage the health of nearby 

residents in Ireland? There are however other studies that dispute his statement, why 

does he not quote from these? “The pilot study carried out in Satakunta and 

Northern Ostrobothnia in Finland shows that the damage caused by infrasound 

from wind power plants will only decrease significantly more than 15 

kilometers away from wind turbines. The study was carried out by the Finnish 

Association for Environmental Health (SYTe) in the spring 2016.” or “Wind 

Turbines and Proximity to Homes, the Impact of Wind Turbine Noise on Health by B 

J Frey & P J Hadden”, has he even bothered to read these?  Obviously the ill effects 

of IS is a new problem and needs much more research with the latest technology, so 

why must residents be the guinea pigs before proper research is done? 

13 CES states the BWF will provide “Security of electricity supply, where over the last 

few years, South Africa has been adversely impacted by interruptions in the supply of 

electricity”, has a reliable means of storing the electricity been developed for the 

many times when there is NO wind? From some reports WF’s are only productive 

30% of the time on average. This means a reliable backup system will be necessary, 

which has to be maintained and operated when necessary; this needs to be added to 

the cost/kWh of that produced by wind, as must all the other costs applied before the 

electricity reaches the consumer – line fees; substation building, operation and 

maintenance costs; plus all the other costs ESKOM adds. This will greatly increase 

the cost to the consumer compared to what CES gives as the price from the 

developers. 

14 How will the WT components be disposed of at the end of their life cycle, how much 

can be recycled or will they contribute to the ever growing problem of waste and 

destruction of the environment? 

15 The attached photos show the existing WC1 which give a beter view of what the area 

will look like than the dull superimposed WT’s in the picture shown by CES. Now one 

must add another 45 turbines, 10% larger, and one can understand the visual impact 

on the environment. These are from the Duyker Eiland – Paternoster dune road, 

fourteen km’s away, which is used by many tourists, and not from the much closer 

Britannica Heights.  
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Anne & John Todd 

Registered I&AP’s 

2nd July 

AVIFAUNAL COMMENTS 

DEA project reference number (14/12/16/3/3/2/1057) 

It seems strange that people who have not been in the country that long and therefore do 

not have the years of experience of the birds of RSA are chosen to research the Avifauna 

when there are many local specialists; still one of the previous EIA’s used a paediatrician to 

produce the report on effects of WF’s on health. 

The surveys of the bird community monitoring programme including the initial 

reconnaissance of the area and selection of sampling locations were conducted between 

June 2014 and May 2015. This is now four years ago and could have changed significantly, 

especially with the WC1 now being operational. Could birds, and bats, not have moved out 

of the WC1 area and into the proposed BWF area due to the turbine activity, thus increasing 

the numbers in this area? 

It is stated that SABAP 2 was consulted, but “the number of lists submitted for this area in 

the SABAP 2 is not yet adequate for the single use of this more recent data source”. It 

appears that SABAP 2 has not been consulted since 2015 as there is a competent resident 

in the area who has been doing monthly monitoring of the affected pentad for the last two 

years. Would these records not be available and beneficial to the assessment? 

“The specialist conducted a reconnaissance site visit in October 2017 and it was confirmed 

that the general characteristics of the study area have not changed since the initial bird pre-

construction monitoring campaign”.  This site visit was conducted two years after the original 

assessment, it has been two years since the visit and WC1 has become operational in this 

time. Is one reconnaissance site visit considered adequate for determining there has been 

no change to the bird population and their habit’s? 

“If there is a significant gap (i.e. more than three years) between the completion of the initial 

pre-construction monitoring and impact assessment, and the anticipated commencement of 
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construction, it may be advisable to repeat the preconstruction monitoring (or parts thereof) 

to assess whether there have been any changes in species abundance, movements and/or 

habitat use in the interim”.  

As there has been a significant gap (more than three years) between the completion of the 

initial pre-construction monitoring and impact assessment, and the anticipated 

commencement of construction, which gap will be larger by the time construction 

commences if the project goes ahead, will the preconstruction monitoring be repeated? 

“Additionally, it is our opinion that the bird community in the area has also not substantially 

changed since the end of the previous monitoring programme. Thus, the characterisation of 

the bird community present at the time, as well as the impacts assessed are still considered 

to be valid and applicable to the area currently proposed for development” 

This is based from monitoring done sitting behind a desk and on one site visit? 

 

“The quantification or even evaluation of cumulative impacts is uncertain as there is not a 

generalised knowledge of the large scale movements or connection between bird 

populations within the Peninsula. If present, cumulative impacts will be reflected on a very 

rapid decline of bird populations far from expected from a single wind energy facility 

operation” 

Should this “generalised Knowledge” not be gained before there is a very rapid decline in 

bird populations, by which time it will be too late for many birds?  

“Considering all of the above, we can conclude that the original bird pre-construction 

monitoring studies conducted at Vredenburg  WEF are still valid and accurately represent 

the bird community trends expected to occur at the Boulders Wind Farm Project in this 

current EIA process” This conclusion is considered valid and accurate even though four 

years have passed? 

It is stated that Blue Cranes generally fly very low and over short distances - their usual 

reaction when disturbed - but observations were recorded at Rotor Swept Height.  We have 

observed them circling at an estimated 200-300 m above Britannica Heights (350 – 450 

above MSL) and then heading for the proposed BWF site area, so they must at some stage 

fly higher than 10m and for longer distances!  

There is also no mention made of Cranes nesting in the area, we have seen parents with 

chicks in the area on a few occasions and these were reported to previous studies, nor is 

there mention of the numbers of cranes present in the area, often more than 100.”  

Blue Cranes were mostly observed close to drainage lines and the associated habitats in the 

southern section of the study area” We have observed Blue Cranes in crop lands feeding. 

 

There is only mention made of Verreaux’s Eagle some thirty km to the South, we recently 

had one flying and settling on Britannica Heights. There is also no mention of Fish Eagles or 

Ospreys which fly over the area. 
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Is it not of concern that 25% of raptor contacts were frequently observed flying at rotor swept 

height with many of these raptors having an unfavourable conservation status? 

Over what area does turbulence created by turbines in close proximity and downwind from 

each other create problems for birds by them getting caught up in it and possibly deflecting 

them into the blades, even if they do not fly directly into the blades? 

It is of concern to note that the specialists consider passerines to have a “Least Concern” 

conservation status. Many tourists visit Britannica Heights to view the five Larks and not the 

forty five wind turbines. Also that it is acceptable if many are killed or displaced as they are 

plentiful and reproduce rapidly, this appears to give the attitude of the specialists to this 

report! 

No-go areas which must be avoided from the proposed WF development in order to reduce 

impacts on sensitive bird species to a minimum, and yet the layout shows turbines right on 

the edge of some of these areas, with rotor blades encroaching up to 51.5m into these 

NO_GO AREAS. 

Throughout the WC1 projects’ first 14 months of operational monitoring, 54 bird fatalities 

were found – 57% birds of prey - (Bioinsight EIA) = +/- 1200 over WC1’s lifespan along with 

other WEF’s, pollution, poisoning, etc. then add the accumulative effect of the BWF and the 

creation of an even smaller flyway between the two IBA’s and what does this number 

increase to? 

“Turbine placement will probably lead to the loss of a portion of hunting and feeding grounds, 

which could be detrimental to small passerines, Raptors, Falcons, Bustards and Cranes. 

Nevertheless the areas required for the turbine platforms represent only a small percentage 

of the total area of the Boulders WF”. The areas might only be small for each turbine, but 

when one considers the dangers to birds flying between turbines in the overall BWF area the 

area is large. 

“Construction impact   Duration (Very short)”. Two years, at least, is very short? 

A concern is the increased barrier affect that the two sites will have on the known flyway 

between the two IBA’s.  It is suggested the flyway may have moved to the West which would 

place the propose BWF in the path of the flyway. The proposed area of BWF is in an 

acknowledged bird flight path between the IBA areas of Langebaan Lagoon and Velddrif. 

Radar monitoring should confirm this, especially data collected during night time hours, or 

has it confirmed this and is this why the data is not available to I&AP’s. 
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Why is the use of trained dogs not insisted upon to search for bird carcasses as this has 

been proven to be one of the most effective methodologies with detection rates of up to 96% 

of all the carcasses present in the field, opposed to the approximately 10 to 20% efficiency of 

human observers, this especially during the crop season? 

Will local and visiting birders and interested parties be allowed to visit the area of the WT’s to 

witness for themselves any ill effects to the birds? This should be a preconditional 

agreement with land owners. 

“However, it is also worthwhile to note that the intensity of disturbance will also get less as 

the developments start getting decommissioned one-by-one”. This in twenty five years time 

when nobody knows how much damage will have been done, or if any birds and bats will be 

left - especially considering terms used in the report such as “If this is to be true, may be 

avoiding, Assuming this is true, not suspected to result in any unacceptable loss or impact, 

it can be assumed” – these terms do not sound as if Bioinsight have much confidence in 

their report. It is also stated elsewhere in the report that technology will probably have 

increased to the stage where the WF will be refurbished and not decommissioned. 

Doug Portsmouth 

 

From: Portsmouth <mail@portsmouth.co.za>  

Sent: Monday, 01 July 2019 18:35 

To: Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za> 

Subject: BOULDERS WIND FARM - DRAFT EIA REPORT COMMENTS 

 

Many thanks for arranging our recent focus group. I appreciate that such events are not 

always comfortable for the participants on either side of the fence. 

I have attached my comments in relation to the Boulders Draft EIA report for your inclusion. 

If you have any problems opening the report or have any queries, please do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

Kind regards 

Doug Portsmouth 

(Attached) 

mailto:mail@portsmouth.co.za
mailto:m.talbot@cesnet.co.za
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ST Helena Bay Residents 
 

Smith Dereck 

 

From: Derek Smit <rooihond@gmail.com>  
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Sent: Monday, 01 July 2019 13:31 
To: Louise Van Aardt <info@cesnet.co.za> 
Cc: Maura Talbot <m.talbot@cesnet.co.za> 
Subject: Re: Boulders Windfarm Draft EIA Comments Closure reminder 

 

Hi Maura ! 

The only comment I have is “Wind farms are great” the more the better ! 

We need the power ! 

rgds 

Derek 

 

De Kock Colin 

 

01 July 2019 

  

Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report for the proposed Boulders Wind Farm 

West Coast District Municipality 

Western Cape Province 

DEA Ref. No: 14/12/16/3/3/2/1057 

 

01/07/2019 

My comments regarding the Draft Environmental Assessment Report are attached: 

1. The extract noted below is extremely concerning as it would appear that this iteration 

of the Avifaunal Final Impact Assessment Report was, in the main, a mere desk-top exercise 

using old, out-dated data, by foreign consultants with little experience of the area. 

No apparent effort was made to interrogate possible population and distribution changes 

caused by the erection and operation of the West Coast 1 WEF. 

As basis to the impact assessment, this report refers to the findings of the bird pre-

construction monitoring surveys conducted at the proposed Boulders Wind Farm (WF), 

between June 2014 and May 2015. 

2. It is of concern that the actual numbers of the sensitive species which were reported 

by the specialist observers and which have been recorded by the relatively high number of 

ADU atlassing cards, have not been adequately recorded and/or listed in the specialist 

study. It would appear that the transects which were walked by the specialists were not 

carried out, in the main, in areas of higher density of birds. 

 

3. The effects of this proposed WEF when added to the existing West Coast 1 WEF will 

place in excess of 90 wind turbines over the established gathering and breeding areas of the 

resident Blue Crane grouping which is consistently in excess of 100 birds. 
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As  result of the Avifaunal Final Impact Assessment Report depending on old, quite possibly 

no longer relevant, data collected in 2017 at the time of a previous EIA (subsequently 

withdrawn), the current Avifaunal Final Impact Assessment Report makes no mention of the 

effect the construction of the West Coast 1 WEF has had on the distribution of bird 

populations which used to extend over the full area of the West Coast peninsula and which, 

as a result of the construction of West Coast 1, have moved territory and clustered in the 

area of this proposed development. It is currently a common experience to count higher 

numbers in bird groupings in the proposed area whilst carrying out regular censussing of bird 

numbers and species. 

 

4. There are several established flyways over the West Coast peninsula which cross 

over the already established West Coast 1 WEF as well as the installation proposed by this 

application. In addition to the high number of migrant waterbirds transiting between the 

Verlorenvlei/Berg River wetlands and the Langebaan Lagoon, which usually fly at night, 

these flyways are also used by birds such as African Fish Eagle and Osprey. 

 

The flyways extend, amongst other routes, over a significant portion of the range of hills to 

the west of St Helena Bay. The established West Coast 1 WEF and the proposed Boulders 

WEF combined will place an extended dense array of wind turbines over the same portion of 

the hills. Waders, and other birds, particularly when migrating south in large groupings, flying 

over St Helena Bay, will increase their altitude to overfly the hills and be faced immediately 

with a barrier of wind turbines placed across the full width to their flightpath. The same would 

obviously apply when approaching from the south. 

It is common cause that the client has withheld radar mapping data which means that the 

Avifaunal comment on radar data, particularly that of migrating species, cannot be checked 

for veracity.  

Obstruction of flyways is in contravention of several international conventions to which South 

Africa is a signatory, e.g. the Ramsar Convention on Migratory Species, UNEP Convention 

on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, Afro-Eurasian Waterbird 

Agreement and the Benguela Current Convention. 

5. Placing of wind turbines 

This comment is made based on the information in Fig 1-2: Project Layout of the proposed 

Boulders Wind Farm contained in the DRAFT Environmental Impact Assessment Report – 

May 2019. 

It is common cause that variations have been made to the final proposed layout, and that 

I&APs have not been provided with this information as required by the Act and neither has 

the diagram Figure 1-2 of the Report available on the CES website been amended. 

The comment, however, is made with reference to both the documented layout as well as to 

any revised layout. 

The draft refers to Environmental Sensitivity Mapping which reflects no-go areas located 

within the project site. 

The Sensitivity Map reflects a particularly broken up, patchwork series of no-go areas, over 

the entire proposed site, with some non-no-go areas wholly, or almost wholly, encircled by 

no-go areas.  
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The patchwork nature of the defined no-go areas is not acceptable. A discrete monolithic 

area should be defined as such, without a patchwork of go areas encircled by the larger no-

go area.  

To design the wind turbine siting as is, is almost an invitation for birds will fly in the greater 

no-go area, only for them to be confronted, here and there, by wind turbines.  

On the farm Het Schuytje 21, the row of turbines 28, 29, 30, 32,34 35 is placed adjacent to a 

no-go area and the row of turbines 15, 22, 23, 24, 25 is similarly placed adjacent to another 

no-go area situated with a distance of approximately 300 – 400 m between the two rows of 

wind turbines. 

With the wind turbines having a blade disc diameter of ± 90m and allowing for the rotor 

swept area not impinging on the no-go areas and for spacing between wind turbines, the 

corridor between the rotor swept areas of the wind turbines could be less than 100m. 

Turbines 12, 14, 16, 17, 18 and 20 are placed in no-go areas or immediately adjacent to no-

go areas. 

It is an unacceptable risk to compel birds to attempt to navigate the proposed lethal hazard. 

As it is not possible for birds to determine the immediate transition from no-go to go to no-go 

areas, there should be a medium sensitivity (transition) buffer of at least 200m around any 

no-go area. This proposed requirement is backed up by the statement by the Avifaunal 

Report consultants regarding 200m no-go areas and more particularly by the 2000m medium 

sensitivity buffer requirement noted in the extract below:  

‘500m no-go areas buffer, and 2000m medium sensitivity buffer around the active 

Secretarybird nest identified during the pre-construction monitoring period. 500 metres 

around this active raptors nest must be considered as a NO-GO area (no wind turbines are 

proposed for this area). Additionally, a 2000m buffer has been established around the nest 

to prevent disturbance of these particular individuals during the construction phase.’  

The result of rational sensitivity mapping including no-go and transition areas, and excluding 

irrational patchwork, would mean that there is no likelihood of this proposed development 

being able to comply. 

Mention is made of a minimum blade tip height of 55m above ground level. On level ground 

this may well allow for some slight measure of avoidance, however, on this site the hilly 

nature of the site means that whilst individual blade tip heights may be no less than 55m 

above the immediate ground level, a bird flying through the wind farm would be faced by an 

array of wind turbines placed at various heights., which is unacceptable.  

The conclusion in the extract noted below is questionable as the birds would have been 

flying above sloping ground well below sight horizon height and would have, at best, 

provided questionable radar returns. Once again, the withholding by the developer of radar 

data is questioned. 

Overall, of all flights recorded by the radar, only 1% of flights were shown to occur within the 

rotor swept zone, and most of these flights were recorded along lines of natural vegetation 

and along slopes facing the dominant prevailing winds in the area (SW).  

The mention of ‘less than 10m height’ noted in the extract below is generally incorrect as 

Blue Cranes are regularly sighted at heights in excess of 20 - 30m, particularly when 

transiting between feeding and/or breeding areas. It is common cause that flights post-
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flushing are usually for a short distance and of low height merely to exit the immediate area 

when disturbed. 

‘Due to its abundance and conservation status, the Blue Crane is a species of concern since 

it may be prone to collision at certain times (e.g. when commuting between roosting and 

feeding sites or commuting after farming activities which increase food availability). 

However, the species has been observed flying at rotor height only during very brief periods 

during the monitoring programme. In the remaining observations, Blue Cranes were mostly 

observed close to drainage lines and the associated habitats in the southern section of the 

study area, in large flocks, feeding or resting on the ground. On some occasions, the 

observers’ presence flushed some birds. However, flights were still generally very low (less 

than 10m height) and short distanced.’ 

Of concern is the fact which the report downplays of the disturbances throughout the 

duration of the construction contract is that the total time-line of project activities from road 

creation to final commissioning of the WEF, which will impact directly, and negatively, on the 

resident bird populations. The time-line which could be up to three years would extend 

through at least two, and possibly three, breeding seasons, thereby causing breeding 

disturbance and the high likelihood of causing abandonment of further breeding and 

elimination of currently resident species.  

All of this disturbance would be prior to the long-term after-effects of an operational 

windfarm. 

It has been difficult to obtain during-construction and post-construction records of bird 

fatalities from many WEF’s in the Western Cape area as alluded to in the extract below. 

The potential impacts of wind turbines on South African bird communities are still largely 

unknown and still being determined and refined as more information is made available 

(Ralston-Paton et al., 2017). Therefore, data collection and further investigation is needed 

and pre- and post-construction monitoring should be implemented to fill these gaps and 

promote the sustainability of wind energy developments in South Africa. 

A contractual mechanism which ensures the public availability of the results of such 

monitoring must be put in place. 

6. Numbers of the construction issues are of serious concern should permission be 

given for erection of the wind farm: 

6.1 The excavation for a mass base for each tower means that in the order of 1800 m³ 

(assuming base dimensions of 15m x 15m x 5m) of material will be excavated (± 1125 m³ + 

± 60 % bulking) per tower. 

That gives total excavated material from tower bases of in excess of 80000 m³. There is no 

apparent indication of how and where this material will be stored during excavation or where 

it will be permanently disposed of. A major concern is the dispersal of this material. There 

are no adequate dispersal sites in the area and the potential for a major dust problem for the 

residents of Britannia Bay and Paternoster in windy conditions is extremely high. 

The tower foundations are large reinforced concrete footings. It is assumed that the material 

removed during excavation will be utilised within the site to create hardstand areas for the 

cranes 

and in reinstating the site after construction. 
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The comment above from the ITS Transport Impact Assessment is incorrect in that very 

little, or any, of the excavated material will be suitable for such hardstands. 

There is no indication of any dust mitigation actions to be applied during the construction 

phase.  

6.2 The Stompneusbaai/Vredenburg road DR2160 is due to be upgraded and in addition, 

in excess of 10km of access roads will have to be constructed. 

The documentation refers to upgrading of farm roads for access roads. This is disingenuous 

as the farm roads referred to, and which will be subject to upgrade, are currently very little 

more than farm tracks. These tracks will have to be converted to full specification access 

roads ab initio so as to be able to cope with the load masses of the tower base heavy plant, 

the load masses of trucks removing excavated material, the load masses of pre-mix 

concrete delivery to each base, the load masses of the delivery of turbine elements (mast, 

gondola and rotor blades) and the load masses of the heavy-lift mobile cranes which will 

unload mast elements and then hoist mast elements, so comment referring to upgrading is 

disingenuous. 

The sub-base and wearing course material requirement will be in the area of 6 - 9 m³/linear 

meter of road construction, that is 6000 - 9000 m³/ km of constructed access road. 

The internal access roads will be constructed mainly of local materials sourced from the local 

surrounding areas and these roads will be retained and used for inspection and maintenance 

of 

the wind turbines during the operation phase 

The extract above from the ITS Transport Impact Assessment is incorrect as there is no 

known supply of material suitable for road construction in the local area and all such material 

would have to be trucked in from distant excavation sites. The volume of traffic by large 

tipper trucks through St Helena Bay and/or Vredenburg is unacceptably high as is the 

potential for damage to the existing road system. 

There is no indication of any dust mitigation actions to be applied during transport and 

storage of road materials during the construction phase.  

6.3 The volume of concrete to be delivered to the turbine bases by mixer-trucks (1125 m³ 

at 10 m³/load = ± 112,5 return road trips/turbine base) which indicates high potential for 

damage and destruction for surrounding road infrastructure. 

Even if the concrete is mixed on site, in which case there would be further damage and 

degradation surrounding a batch mixing plant and its concomitant materials storage areas, 

the base materials (sand/stone/cement) will have to be delivered through St Helena Bay 

and/or Vredenburg causing serious traffic congestion and high potential for road damage for 

surrounding communities. 

The ITS Transport Impact Assessment makes no apparent finding on the impact of this 

material delivery from remote suppliers to the site. 

6.4 The delivery of turbine elements will have extreme disruptive and negative impacts 

for traffic, and road damage, in the St Helena Bay and/or Vredenburg areas as the road 

infrastructure has no capacity to manage such traffic congestion. 
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The ITS Transport Impact Assessment refers to, in comment 6.0 Existing Conditions, the 

dimensions and state of MR533 St Helena Bay Provincial Main Road 

The reference is correct only from the R399 up to the entrance to Laingville, whereafter the 

road narrows, the condition of the road surface deteriorates and there are few hard 

shoulders. 

The above assessment makes no reference to the state, width and incline of Stompneus 

Bay Provincial Divisional Road DR 2160 from the turn off in Stompneus Bay over the hills or 

its suitability for the delivery of extreme loads. 

Colin de Kock 
0832505217 
coldek@icon.co.za 
P.O. Box 597 
St Helena Bay 
7390 
 

Cloete Gerald 

 

From: gerald Cloete [mailto:cloetegerald@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, 02 July 2019 13:31 
To: Louise Van Aardt <info@cesnet.co.za> 
Subject: SUPPORT BOULDERS WIND FARM PROJECT 
 

Hi 

As a resident in the St Helena Bay area I, Gerald Cloete, after having attended and read the 

report, support the establishment and favourable consideration of this project from all the 

relevant government departments. 

My reasons are as follows; 

St Helena Bay economy has been historically based and dependent on the marine sector. 

This industry is seasonal orientated and has in recent years reached their ceiling with 

employment opportunities. Apart from this fishing stocks has been going down each year 

and seasonal workers are currently working working less than 7 months for the year. As a 

result many households are being left with very little to get along.  

Apart from the fishing industry there are no other industry absorbing unmeployed citizens 

and this is adding to many social evils that exisits in this area. 

Furthermore the current situation is also responsible for the youth not venturing into any 

other opportunities as the sea is viewed as their only outcome. 

I am further convinced that the windfarm would have a positive outcome on employment 

opportunities and also proffesional opportunities. 

The current scope of the project are also making is hopeful that if the amount of turbines 

could be increased it would also mean more corporate social investment and also 

employment opportunities. 

It is for these reasons that I am very positive and proud to support this project 100% and 

urge all relevant departments and institutions to give the go ahead for this project. 
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Regards 
Gerald Cloete 
 

Shane 

 

SMS received from 071 596 5413- Shane 
02 July 2019 
 
My name is Shane and I'm a resident of St Helena Bay.I herewith would like to express my 

support for the Boulders Wind farm development.Our country is really under troumendous 

pressure and this project can assist with unemployment,skills development and poverty 

alleviation.With the major pressure on our environment I think this development can 

contribute to create greener energy in our areas.Regards Shane 

 

Magerman, Wilfred 

 

Message recieved on 2 July  via Whatsapp 

 

Wilfred Magerman ondersteun die Boulders Windfarm projek. 

4 4347 

Calvin Goliath 

 

Image received via Whatsapp 071 940 0660 

03 July 

 

Petitions 
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Roon Petition Paternoster 
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Signatories of the Petition 
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